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In early January, 2012, I noticed that if one Googled “Musical Engineer’s 

Handbook”, as usual, the top entry is this Electronotes page.  Good.  

But further down the list was a link for Amazon!  They don’t sell my 

book of course.  What could be there? 

 

So I went to Amazons main page and typed in “Musical Engineer’s 

Handbook” and got back a very brief description including “Out of 

Print” and “Limited Availability”.  (See illustration below.) Of course, 

neither of these things is true.   It has been in print since it was written 

in 1975, and we fill order for it regularly.  True, Amazon does not sell it 

– why would they?  But more to the point – how did this false 

information get up there? 

 

Should be a simple matter of getting this cleared up.  I was not going to 

ask them to promote my book for me – just not to mislead potential 

buyers.   When I’m looking for a book, I usually do go to Amazon and 

type it in, and perhaps they sell it, or very helpfully provide a list of 

sellers who work through them.   If nothing comes up, I would then 

look further, probably just Google it.  BUT if Amazon said “Out of Print” 



and/or “Limited Availability” than I might suppose I really was at a dead 

end.   One would suppose they get their information from somewhere.   

I did speak to an Amazon representative (three different ones at weekly 

intervals) and they seemed unusually helpful and intelligent (for 

customer no-service folks).  All three eventually understood the 

problem, and launched a “ticket” to get the listing fixed.  They just 

needed to have NOTHING come up.  All three said it would take 5 

business days (one week).   All three times, nothing happened.   It’s still 

there today – just as it was.    

In the mean time, it occurred to me that I could put up a “Notice” in the 

form of a “customer review”.   I tried this after the second failure, and 

they did not accept my review.  Possibly heading it “What Amazon Says 

is Wrong” was a mistake on my part.   There was a suggestion that I 

enter something in the customer discussion area.  I did (Jan 18, 2012).  

Did you know there even is a “customer discussion” area?  I didn’t (see 

illustration).  It’s very hard to see.    

Since that came up so tiny and out of the way, I thought I would try 

another review (Feb. 2, 2012) trying to be more careful not to use any 

phrasing their robot would catch.   This review went right up.  To my 

surprise, it came up with the Jan 18, 2012 date – the date of the first 

review attempt.   Perhaps they were holding it for revision.   

 

So that’s why it’s there – as it says.   Yea – I did give it 5 stars!   No 

shame!     

 



 


